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Beyond Mimesis and Convention

Representation in Art and Science

Representation is a concern crucial to the sciences and the arts alike. Scientists devote

substantial time to devising and exploring representations of all kinds. From pho-

tographs and computer-generated images to diagrams, charts, and graphs; from scale

models to abstract theories, representations are ubiquitous in, and central to, science.

Likewise, after spending much of the twentieth century in proverbial exile as abstrac-

tion and Formalist aesthetics reigned supreme, representation has returned with a

vengeance to contemporary visual art. Representational photography, video and ever-

evolving forms of new media now figure prominently in the globalized art world, while

this "return of the real" has re-energized problems of representation in the traditional

media of painting and sculpture. If it ever really left, representation in the arts is certainly

back. Central as they are to science and art, these representational concerns have been

perceived as different in kind and as objects of separate intellectual traditions. Scientific

modeling and theorizing have been topics of heated debate in twentieth century philos-

ophy of science in the analytic tradition, while representation of the real and ideal has

never moved far from the core... more on http://springer.com/978-90-481-3850-0

▶ First collection of essays on the topic of art and science in the analytic tradition

of philosophy ▶ Volume features contributions from leading, international experts

in various fields in philosophy and art history ▶ The volume offers a very different

approach to study ▶ The representation of art and science differs from those presently

available in the humanities ▶ The quality of the papers is ensured by their presentation

at the conference
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